Penn Players Rehearse For Forthcoming Production

Myra Flubbery and David Austen (extreme left) begin rehearsals for the Penn Players presentation of the Shakespearean comedy "Taming of the Shrew." In the center picture Miss Kathleen Hession of the Players, reviews the script with Miss Flubbery and Austen. At the extreme right Samuel Goldberg and Grace Lowes in Miss Qunit. "The Taming of the Shrew" will be the first play's rendering of a Shake- speare play in six years. Miss Flubbery plays Kath- erine, the disobedient daughter of Padua's leading merchant who is unrequited in love of Padua's noble, Bav (David Austen) meets girl (Myra Flubbery) and lays taxes thus allowing girls' father, Otho Goldsibly, to marry his youngest, and sought after, daughter, Boice (not shown).

Conant To Deliver Address In Irvine Auditorium Today

Ex-President of Harvard will keynote Schoolmen's Week Session at 11:15

by Michael W. Zuckerman

Dr. James Bryant Conant, former president of Harvard University, will deliver the keynote speech of the Schoolmen's Week in Irvine Auditorium at 11:15 a.m. on Friday, October 16. Dr. Conant has also been appointed ambassador to the West German Republic and who has conducted a study of American high schools for the Ford Founda- tion.

Busting his observations on the recent studies of Ameri- can high schools, Dr. Conant will discuss the unique American system of local control of public schools. In doing this, he will contrast American and European systems of educa- tion as well as how and why the two systems produce the different systems.

The lecture, to be titled "Conant's View," will take place in Irvine Auditorium at 11:15 a.m. Dr. Conant will be introduced by Dr. Frederick C. Gruen, associate professor of Education in the School of Education's Week, who will open the formal section of the Schoolmen's Week. Dr. Conant will then have the following guest speakers:

Dr. Martin R. Adelberger, president of the University of California; Dr. Irvine V. Conant, president of the University of Wisconsin; and the former Governor of California, Edmund G. Brown Jr.

Rushing Invitations Delivered Morning

All fraternity rushing invitations must be delivered to the dormitory office by 9 a.m. tomorrow and to the office in time for delivery on those days; they must be delivered to Perry Lillard, who is responsible for their delivery.

The invitations must bear the full name and exact box number of the student in order to be delivered. All names should be ar- ranged in sequence, according to box numbers; positively no en- velopes may be used for the rushed invitations, the dean's of- ficer stated.

Dent. School Dedicates New Center

The formal dedication of a new quarter-million-dollar research cen- ter for the Dental School was held recently.

The building, which is located behind the Dental School at 405 Spruce Streets, represents the most modern advances in scientific investigation. The three-story structure contains rooms for animal surgery, a special electronic balance room, quarters for research animals and individual laboratories for researchers.

Seminars Mark Occasion

The cost of the steel frame building was covered from University alumni and a Public Health Service grant. The occasion of the dedic- ation was marked by a series of ceremonies and addresses by Pres- ident Harwood and Dr. Thomas H. Hallman, chairman of the Dental School's Committee of the American Dental Association.

Outstanding among the presenters are: the chairman of the center are work on such as bacteriologists and a research- unusual and an assistant by Pres- ident Harwood and Dr. Thomas H. Hallman, chairman of the Dental School's Committee of the American Dental Association.

Outstanding among the presenters are: the chairman of the center are work on such as bacteriologists and a research- unusual and an assistant by Pres-ident Harwood and Dr. Thomas H. Hallman, chairman of the Dental School's Committee of the American Dental Association.

Making Movie Studios

The research on saliva is being conducted in an effort to determine how to saliva is used primarily in the study of learning more about both.

The Dental School has been an active center of scientific research since 1976, when its location was moved. The building has been altered along the corridor through the dental School to its present quarters in 1976.
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Letters to the Editor

Editor, Daily Pennsylvanian:

Certainly the view of true observation and logic is a prerequisite to criticism and constructive criticism on our Information in the American System. When one shares oblique side (critique for) and finds salvation in the actions of another without being fully cognizant of all circumstances, he can only be called a "nutter." There appeared in this column, last Friday, a letter which I was informed by the author that his name is be specific. The writer of the letter is to the tenor of the times that the author is coming in a fine of the school, and points a very significant point of the whole affair.

One can relate his conclusions frantically back on Bellesairs Street, at which the paper is published, or he can look at the long line of students that fill up the entire length of the building, and think that the importance of the individual lies in the whole line of students that fill up the entire length of the building.

F.S. Bellesairs

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the editor of the Daily Pennsylvanian, 3443 Wooland Avenue. They should be double spaced at 64 characters to the line and must be signed. Name will be withheld upon request.
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Editorial

* The Forest

While walking by Bennett Hall one day a few years ago with nothing much to do, we were struck by an explosion, which was not through Bennett. Halls large dome dented, the first time the factory had been made

stirred up by the new light. The pellet it

The lack of planning and foresight was in our generation. When a real new light was realized that the new concert grand opera was to be the only one built in the city, on the street in front of the building.

The lack of planning and foresight is in our generation. When a real new light was realized that the new concert grand opera was to be the only one built in the city, on the street in front of the building.

An such an operation is not on the City Planning Commission of Philadelphia, which omits University buildings and residences in the area. Already, long before the street from the hotel are the Law School residences and dining hall near the site of the future expansion of the Law School. Also nearly will be the recently announced married-student's facility.

It seems inconceivable that a program as extensive as that at the Normandie would be permitted in view of the University's and the City's plans. Officials of both must have been dashed because of the plans for their projected campus of tomorrow.

It is indeed unfortunate that the Normandie Building will not have the features that they have every right to expect, but the planners of the University will push them into work. We join in asking "why?"

Sputnik And Speech

By Stephen M. Cessford
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Defense Still Stressed In Grid Squad Drills

Pilos, Sports Staff Make Predictions

Defense Still Stressed In Grid Squad Drills

In assistant coach Paul Puhlmann's opinion, the Penn-Princeton football team is a "very evenly matched" squad that has "nothing to lose" when going down the left flank. Ed Ford said: "Our team is not on the level of the Penn defense and for the Orange and Bluex. In sports matters, we never have been rated this season, Kostelnik has been the head coach of the defense."

Last year, he played behind the line for the Princeton squad, but this season, he was moved higher to the back of the defense. When the Grid results are first, the Princeton player last year, he is considered as a defensive line anchor. Ford said: "I'd put my team up against the Princeton defense, and see how they do."

Pennington Effort will be his name today and tomorrow.

Lions Appoint Oldham Coach

With the exception of Pete Adams from the Penn-Princeton football team, the senior football players have been selected for the team in the last three years. It is hoped that the Lions will be able to pick up players for the season that last year's team had no such opportunity. It was also decided that the first two games, Rigel Chi, meet over Tri-Tex Delta Psi, will be held on Wednesday and Thursday, respectively.

Barney Bergling is a member of the Princeton selection committee for the top college game. The Lions will meet Cornell in the final two games, and the players for Tri-Tex Delta Psi will be selected on the basis of the football team. Since the team will be chosen on the basis of the team's performance, it is hoped that the Lions will be able to select players for the season that last year's team had no such opportunity. It was also decided that the first two games, Rigel Chi, meet over Tri-Tex Delta Psi, will be held on Wednesday and Thursday, respectively.

ED KOSTELNIK

OLDELL STUKES

Nearst Beer-Ale-Soda Distributor


Exclusive At

University Jewelers

3425 Walnut St. 3459 Woodland Ave.

Norm and Dave Kaufman, Props.

University Jewelers

Jewelry, Luggage Radios, Cameras Gift Items and Novelties Cigarettes

Up to 30% Off From I - 5 p.m.

Linksmen To Meet

An organizational meeting of the Lions team will be held today at Washington Hall to discuss the upcoming All-Campus tournament, which will be played over a period of two weeks. Play and coach Bob Hayes in making his final selection for the tournament. Hayes will play in the winter. Intramural championship will also be given. Lion's year's winner will be co-captain of the team.

Isla and Max Welcome Class of "62" and All Penn Students

Stop and Shop at CAMPUS MARKET

A full line of fine food and household goods. Glad to oblige you — We cash checks.

Open 9 a.m.-10:30 p.m. Daily-9 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Sunday

Southeast Corner

38th and Spruce Streets

Party Discounts!!!

A 21-INCH TV

For your Room!

*LOW MONTHLY RATE

* EASY METER PLAN

- FREE SERVICE -

Call TV Service-LO-45530

Opening Sale

Thursday, October 9

Dorm A 329 — EV 2-3240

Name Brand

From 1 - 5 p.m.

Jewelry, luggage Gifts and Novelties

30% Off Cigarettes

Ilda and Max Welcome Class of "62" and All Penn Students

Stop and Shop at CAMPUS MARKET

A full line of fine food and household goods. Glad to oblige you — We cash checks.

Open 9 a.m.-10:30 p.m. Daily-9 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Sunday

Southwest Corner

38th and Spruce Streets

Party Discounts!!!
NOTICES

Red And Blue Hockey Club Schedules Seventeen Games

In a scene from one of last year’s games, Quaker Bob Bill-baskey balances on one leg while unleashing a shot at the Lehigh goal.

by Barry De直升

A tentative schedule of 17 games has been set up for Penn's hockey club by its new coach, Jack Clinton, The Daily Pennsylvanian learned yesterday.

Opening day will be December 3 when the squad travels to Upstate New York to meet Cornell. On the next night, the skaters are slated to face Colgate.

The home opener is scheduled for November 17 against Lehigh with the Quakers playing their home games at the Arena, 16th and Market Streets.

Additional games have been scheduled with Columbia, Yale, Harvard and a fresh crew, Harvard, IV team, and Princeton’s fresh crew. A complete schedule of all the games has also been scheduled with Villanova and the Greens

Ticket Notice

All student season ticket holders must exchange coupons for reserved seats at the Franklin Field Ticket Office. A duplicate ticket may be obtained at the time exchange is made at the office.
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BURNT IVORY cordovas

by Taylor of Maine

for real, down-to-earth smoking enjoyment, there’s nothing else like Camel. No other cigarette brings you the rich flavor and easygoing mildness of Camel’s costly blend.

Rise above fads and fancy stuff . . .

Have a real cigarette—have a CAMEL

"Only time he comes down is when he wants a Camel!"

For real, down-to-earth smoking enjoyment, there’s nothing else like Camel. No other cigarette brings you the rich flavor and easygoing mildness of Camel’s costly blend. More people smoke Camels than any other cigarette of any kind. Today as always, the best tobacco makes the best smoke.

Style No. 239

Style No. 240

$1 958 414

ADVERTISED IN ESQUIRE AND THE NEW YORKER
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